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Abstract.
We develop various aspects of the nite model theory of
k
k
L (9) and L1! (9). We establish the optimality of normal forms for
Lk1! (9) over the class of nite structures and demonstrate separations
among descriptive complexity classes within Lk1! (9). We establish negative results concerning preservation theorems for Lk (9) and Lk1! (9).
We introduce a generalized notion of preservation theorem and establish
some positive results concerning \generalized preservation theorems" for
rst-order denable classes of nite structures which are closed under
extensions.

1 Introduction
In this paper we investigate the status of preservation theorems in nite model
theory. We focus our attention on classes of nite structures which are closed
under extensions and their de nability in fragments of the in nitary language
L!1! . The language L!1! was introduced by Barwise 4] in connection with the
investigation of inductive de nability over in nite structures. Recently, the study
of L!1! has played a central role in analyzing the behavior of xed-point logics
over the class of nite structures (see 5, 13]). Of particular interest from the
point of view of our current investigation are the works of Kolaitis and Vardi 12]
and Afrati, Cosmadakis, and Yannakakis 1] which exploit existential fragments
of L!1! in analyzing the expressive power of Datalog.
The starting point for our investigation is the well-known failure of the preservation theorem of Los and Tarski over nite structures. Recall that the LosTarski Theorem states that any rst-order de nable class of structures which is
closed under extensions is de nable by a rst-order existential sentence. Scott
and Suppes conjectured that this theorem generalizes to the nite case, that
is, if Modf (') (the collection of nite models of the rst-order sentence ') is
closed under extensions, then Modf (') = Modf () for some rst-order existential sentence : Tait 18] showed that this conjecture fails Gurevich and Shelah
9, 10] gave simpler counterexamples employing universal-existential rst-order
sentences.
?
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In light of the failure of the Los-Tarski Theorem over nite structures, it is
natural to inquire whether \generalized preservation theorems" might hold in the
nite case. In this paper, we investigate the prospects for such a positive approach
to preservation properties in the context of nite model theory. In particular,
we examine generalized versions of ordinary preservation theorems where an
algebraic restriction on a class of structures de nable in a given language yields
information about the syntactic structure of formulas which de ne that class in
an extension of that language. In this spirit, we show that for certain classes of
rst-order sentences  if ' 2  and Modf (') is closed under extensions, then
Modf (') = Modf () for some  in the existential fragment of L!1! (or even
in Datalog(6= :)). In contrast, we also establish the failure of the analog of the
Los-Tarski Theorem for L!1! itself, both over nite structures and over arbitrary
structures. That is, we show that there is a sentence ' of L!1! such that both
Modf (') and Mod(') are closed under extensions, but neither of these classes
is de nable by an existential sentence of L!1! .
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section introduces the languages
we will study and establishes a simple proposition which characterizes the relative expressive power of their existential fragments. Section 3 develops some
nite model theory for the existential fragments of Lk and Lk1! . In particular, we establish the optimality of a normal form for the existential fragment
of Lk1! over nite structures and demonstrate separations among descriptive
complexity classes within Lk1! (9). In Section 4, we prove the failure of existential preservation for L!1! . Section 5 is devoted to establishing positive results
concerning generalized preservation theorems for fragments of rst-order logic
over nite structures. In the nal section, we discuss a number of open problems
and present without proof some related results concerning preservation under
homomorphisms. A full treatment of these results will appear in 17].

2 Preliminaries
Let F  be the collection of nite structures of signature : We will assume
that the universe of any A 2 F  is an initial segment of N = f0 1 2 : ::g: We
will often use A B : : : etc. to denote both a structure and its universe when no
confusion is likely to result. We assume that the signature  is nite and contains
no function symbols we suppress mention of  when no confusion is likely to
result. A boolean query C  F is a class of nite structures that is closed under
isomorphisms. We use C to range over boolean queries. In what follows, we will
focus attention on boolean queries which are closed under extensions.
De nition1. EXT = fC  F j 8A B 2 C if A 2 C and A  B then B 2 Cg:
Let L be a logical language and let ' be a sentence of L: Mod(') = fA j
A j= 'g is the L-class determined by ' and Modf (') = fA 2 F j A j= 'g is the
boolean query expressed by ': We say that C is L-denable, just in case it is the
boolean query expressed by some sentence ' 2 L: We will often use L to denote
the set of L-de nable boolean queries. We let FO denote rst-order logic, L1! ,

the usual in nitary extension of rst-order logic which allows conjunction and
disjunction over arbitrary sets of formulas, Lk , the fragment of FO consisting of
those formulas all of whose variables both free and bound are among
S x1 : : : xk
and similarly Lk1! , the k-variable fragment of L1!  L!1! = k2! Lk1! : We
let FO(9) denote the set of existential formulas of FO, that is, those formulas
obtained by closing the set of atomic formulas and negated atomic formulas
under the operations of conjunction, disjunction, and existential quanti cation.
We de ne L1! (9), the set of existential formulas of L1! , similarly, but require,
in addition, closure under in nitary conjunction and disjunction. We let Lk (9)
consist of the formulas common to FO(9) and Lk and we de ne Lk1! (9) and
L!1! (9) similarly. A Datalog(6= :) program P is a collection of rules of the form
0 ; 1 : : : k:
Such a rule has a head, 0 and a body, 1 : : : k: Each of the i is either an inequality or a literal over the signature    where  and  are disjoint  consists
of the extensional relations and constants of P and  consists of the intensional
relations of P. The heads of all rules are built from intensional relations and intensional relations occur only positively throughout P. The program contains a
distinguished intensional relation R of arity n 0 and determines an n-ary query
over structures in F  . The value of this query for a given A 2 F  is the value of
R when the program is viewed as determining least- xed points for each of the
intensional relations with respect to a simultaneous induction associated with
the program. The reader may consult 1, 12] for further details and discussion.
As with logics, we use Datalog(6= :) to refer to the class of queries computed by
Datalog(6= :) programs as well as to the class of programs themselves. Datalog
programs are de ned similarly except that all the i are restricted to be positive
literals, even those built from extensional relations. Observe that Datalog(6= :)
is contained in the least xed-point extension of rst-order logic (FO+LFP).
In our current notation, the failure of the Los-Tarski Theorem over nite
structures may be expressed as:
FO \ EXT 6 FO(9):
This raises the question of whether FO \ EXT is contained in the existential
fragment of some stronger logic. The following proposition completely characterizes the relative expressive power of the existential fragments of the logics in
which we are interested.

Proposition2.

FO(9) Datalog(6= :) L!1! (9) L1! (9) = EXT:
Proof. It is easy to see that every query in FO(9) can be expressed by a program
in Datalog(6= :) which makes use of no recursion. It is well-known that this
inclusion is strict, for example, the query (s t)-connectivity is expressible in
Datalog but not in FO. The inclusion of Datalog(6= :) in L!1! (9) has been noted
by Afrati, Cosmadakis, and Yannakakis 1] (see also 12]) the argument to show

this is a variant of the proof that least xed-point logic is contained in L!1! over
the class of nite structures (see 14]). Afrati, Cosmadakis, and Yannakakis 1]
also exhibit queries which witness the separation of Datalog(6= :) and L!1! (9),
even over the class of polynomial time computable queries. The identity between
L1! (9) and EXT has been noted by Kolaitis and independently by Lo (see 1]
and 15]). Finally, it is easy to construct polynomial time computable boolean
queries in EXT which are not in L!1! . For example, let C be the query over the
signature fE s tg of source-target graphs that says that there is an E-path from
s to t whose length is less than half the cardinality of the structure. It is clear
that C 2 EXT. It is also easy to verify that C is not in L!1! (and therefore not
in L!1! (9)) by a straightforward application of the k-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse
game which we review below.
The above proposition together with the failure of the Los-Tarski Theorem
in the nite case suggests the following questions.
1. Is FO \ EXT  L!1! (9)?
2. Is FO \ EXT  Datalog(6= :)?
3. Is L!1! \ EXT  L!1! (9)?
Clearly a positive answer to the second or third question would imply a positive
answer to the rst. In Section 4, we provide a negative answer to the third
question. In Section 5, we provide partial positive answers to the rst and second
questions. Before proceeding to these results, we develop some of the nite model
theory of Lk (9) and Lk1! (9) in the next section.

3 Basic Finite Model Theory for Lk (9) and Lk1! (9)
In this section, we present some basic model theory for Lk , Lk1! , Lk (9), and
Lk1! (9). After a brief discussion of game-theoretic characterizations of equivalence and de nability in these languages, we proceed to consider questions of
nite axiomatizability and normal forms.
Let L be one of the logical languages we consider. Given a structure A the Ltheory of A is the collection of sentences of L which are satis ed by A: We say that
A is L-equivalent to B, if and only if, the L-theory of A is equal to the L-theory
of B and we say that A is L-compatible with B if and only if, the L-theory of A is
contained in the L-theory of B: Note that if L is closed under negation, then the
relations of L-equivalence and L-compatibility coincide, whereas for languages
k (9) these relations are distinct. We use the notations k ,
like Lk (9) and L1
!
k , k , and k for Lk -equivalence, Lk -equivalence, Lk (9)-compatibility,
1! k
1!
1!
and L1! (9)-compatibility, respectively. The main tool for studying these relations are re nements of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game. Barwise 4] characterized
Lk1! -equivalence in terms of partial isomorphisms, while Immerman 11] and
Poizat 16] provided related pebble game characterizations of Lk -equivalence.
Kolaitis and Vardi 12] characterized compatibility in the negation free fragment
of Lk1! (9) both in terms of collections of partial homomorphisms as well as in

terms of a one-sided, positive version of the pebble game. Below we use a minor
variant of the approach in 12] to characterize Lk1! (9)-compatibility.
A collection I of partial isomorphisms from A to B is said to have the kback-and-]forth property if for all f 2 I such that the domain of f has cardinality
< k, and all a 2 A b 2 B], there is a function g 2 I such that f  g and a 2
dom(g)b 2 rng(g)]. (That is, the k-forth property is the one-sided version, going
forth from A of the k-back-and-forth property.)
Barwise 4] proved the following proposition which gives an algebraic characterization of Lk1! -equivalence.

Proposition3 (Barwise 4]). Let A and B be structures of signature  and

let h be the map with dom(h) = fcA j c 2 g such that h(cA ) = cB for all c 2 :
The following conditions are equivalent.
1. A k1! B .
2. There is a non-empty set I of partial isomorphisms from A to B such that
(a) I is closed under subfunctions
(b) I has the k-back-and-forth property
(c) for all f 2 I, f  h is a partial isomorphism from A to B:

In a similar spirit, Kolaitis and Vardi 12] gave an algebraic characterization
of the compatibility relation for the negation free fragment of Lk1! (9) in terms
of collections of partial homomorphisms with the k-forth property. We adapt
their approach to the case of Lk1! (9) in the following theorem.

Proposition4 (Kolaitis and Vardi 12]). Let A and B be structures of signature  and let h be the map with dom(h) = fcA j c 2 g such that h(cA ) = cB
for all c 2 : The following conditions are equivalent.
1. A k1! B .
2. There is a non-empty set I of partial isomorphisms from A to B such that
(a) I is closed under subfunctions
(b) I has the k-forth property
(c) for all f 2 I, f  h is a partial isomorphism from A to B:

Both Propositions 3 and 4 can be expressed more colorfully in terms of pebble
games. This approach to Lk -equivalence was introduced by Immerman 11] and
Poizat 16] and as an approach to Lk1! (9)-compatibility by Kolaitis and Vardi
12]. In order to state the relevant results in a suitably re ned form, we require
the notion of the quantier rank of a formula. We state this de nition for formulas
of L1! since all the languages we consider are fragments of it.
De nition5. The quanti er rank of ' 2 L1! (qr(')) is de ned by the following
induction.
1. qr(') = 0 if ' is atomic
2. qr(:V') = qr(')
W
3. qr( ) = qr( ) = sup(fqr(') j ' 2 g)

4. qr(9x') = qr(8x') = qr(') + 1:
The n-round, k-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game on A and B is played between two players, Spoiler and Duplicator, with k pairs of pebbles, ( 1 1 ) : : :
( k  k ). The Spoiler begins each round by choosing a pair of pebbles ( i i )
that may or may not be in play on the boards A and B. He (by convention, the
Spoiler is male, the Duplicator female) either places i on an element of A, or i
on an element of B. The Duplicator then plays the remaining pebble on the other
model. The Spoiler wins the game if after any round m  n the function f from
A to B which sends the element pebbled by i to the element pebbled by i and
preserves the denotations of constants, is not a partial isomorphism otherwise,
the Duplicator wins the game. The n-round 9k -game is the one-sided version
of the n-round, k-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game in which the Spoiler is restricted to play a pebble i into A at every round while the Duplicator responds
by playing i into B the winning condition remains the same. Both the k-pebble
Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game and its one-sided variant have in nite versions, which
we call the eternal k-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game and the eternal 9k -game.
In these games, the play continues through a sequence of rounds of order type
!: The Spoiler wins the game, if and only if, he wins at the nth -round for some
n 2 ! as above otherwise, the Duplicator wins. In describing the play of pebble
games below, we will often use S to refer to the Spoiler and D to refer to the
Duplicator. We will also often use i i  etc. to refer to both pebbles and the
elements they pebble at a given round of play.
The foregoing n-round games may be used to characterize equivalence and
compatibility of structures with respect to Lk sentences and Lk (9) sentences
of quanti er rank n and the eternal games may be used to characterize equivalence and compatibility of structures with respect to Lk1! sentences and Lk1! (9)
sentences. Given structures A and B we let A kn B, if and only if, A and B
satisfy the same sentences of Lk of quanti er rank  n and we let A knB, if
and only if, every sentence of Lk (9) of quanti er rank  n which is true in A is
also true in B: The following two propositions use the n-round pebble games to
characterize these relations. The rst is due to Immerman 11] and Poizat 16]
and the second is essentially due to Kolaitis and Vardi 12].
Proposition6 (Immerman 11], Poizat 16]). For all structures A and B
the following conditions are equivalent.
1. A knB:
2. The Duplicator has a winning strategy for the n-round, k-pebble EhrenfeuchtFraisse game on A and B:

Proposition7 (Kolaitis and Vardi 12]). For all structures A and B the
following conditions are equivalent.
1. A knB:
2. The Duplicator has a winning strategy for the n-round 9k -game on A and
B with the Duplicator playing on B:

The next proposition gives a characterization of the in nitary equivalence
and compatibility relations in terms of the eternal games. It is essentially due to
Kolaitis and Vardi 14, 12].
Proposition8 (Kolaitis and Vardi 14, 12]). 1. For all structures A and
B the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) A k1! B:
(b) The Duplicator has a winning strategy for the eternal k-pebble EhrenfeuchtFraisse game on A and B:
2. For all structures A and B the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) A k1! B:
(b) The Duplicator has a winning strategy for the eternal 9k -game on A and
B with the Duplicator playing on B:
Kolaitis and Vardi 14, 12] observed that over nite structures in nitary
equivalence and compatibility coincide with their nitary analogs.
Proposition9 (Kolaitis and Vardi 14, 12]). 1. Let A or B be a nite structure. Then, the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) A k1! B:
(b) A k B:
2. Let B be a nite structure. Then, the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) A k1! B:
(b) A k B:

The foregoing propositions yield the following corollaries concerning de nability.
Proposition10 (Kolaitis and Vardi 12]). For all C  F  the following con-

ditions are equivalent.
1. C is Lk1! (9)-denable.
2. For all A 2 C and B 62 C  A6 k1! B:
3. For all A 2 C and B 62 C  A6 k B:
4. For all A 2 C and B 62 C  there is an n 2 ! such that the Spoiler has
a winning strategy for the n-round 9k -game on A and B with the Spoiler
playing on A:

Let L and L0 be logical languages and let T be a collection of sentences of L:
We say that T is nitely axiomatizable in L0 , if and only if, there is a sentence
' 2 L0 such that Modf (T) = Modf ('): Dawar, Lindell and Weinstein 5] prove
that the Lk1! -theory of any nite model is nitely axiomatizable in Lk . As a
corollary, they obtain a simple normal form for Lk1! over F , in particular, they
show that every sentence of Lk1! is equivalent to a countable disjunction of
sentences of Lk and is also equivalent to a countable conjunction of sentences of
Lk . In contrast, we show below that there are nite models whose Lk (9)-theories
are not nitely axiomatizable in Lk (9). Building on this result, we prove that the
normal form for Lk1! over F (every sentence of Lk1! is equivalent over F to a

countable disjunction of countable conjunctions of sentences of Lk ) exhibited by
Kolaitis and Vardi 14] is optimal when considered as a normal form for Lk1! (9)
sentences over Lk (9).
We begin by proving that there are models whose Lk (9)-theories are not
nitely axiomatizable in Lk (9). Our argument exploits the k-extension axioms,
which we now describe briey. Let  be a purely relational, nite signature. A
basic k-type over the signature  is a maximal consistent set of literals over  in
the variables x1  : : : xV
axiom of signature  is a sentence of the
k : A k-extension
V
form 8x1 : : : xk;19xk ( ! 0 ), where is a basic (k ; 1)-type of signature
, 0 is a basic k-type of signature , and  0 : Over a xed signature , the kGaifman theory, ;k , is the set of all k-extensions axioms of signature . It is easy
to see that, for each k, there areSonly nitely many k-extension axioms. Gaifman
7] showed that the theory T = k ;k axiomatizes an !-categorical model called
the random structure. Fagin 6] proved the 0-1 law for rst-order logic by showing
that every extension axiom is almost surely true over F . Fagin's result implies
that almost every A 2 F satis es the k-Gaifman theory. Immerman 11] showed
that any two models of the k-Gaifman theory are Lk -equivalent and Kolaitis and
Vardi 14] made use of the k-Gaifman theory in their proof of the 0 ; 1 law for
L!1! . We make the following easy observation.
Proposition11. Let A j= ;k, and let B be any (nite or innite) model. Then
B k1! A. Equivalently, for all ' 2 Lk1! (9), if ' is satisable, then A j= ':
Proof. The proof follows easily from Proposition 8 by considering the eternal
9k -game on B and A with the Duplicator playing on A: The k-Gaifman axioms
essentially say that D can extend a partial isomorphism with domain of size < k
in every possible way. Therefore, she has a winning strategy for the game.
We observe that this result yields a compactness theorem over nite structures and a nitary analog of the Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem for Lk1! (9).
Corollary 12. For every k 2 ! there is an nk 2 ! such that for every set  of
sentences of Lk1! (9),  is satisable, if and only if, every nite subset of  is
satisable, if and only if,  is satised in a model of size nk :
The next proposition establishes that there are nite structures whose Lk (9)theory is not nitely axiomatizable in Lk (9).
Proposition13. For all k 2, there is a model Ak 2 F such that the Lk (9)theory of Ak is not nitely axiomatizable in Lk (9).
Proof. Let Ak be any nite model of the k-Gaifman theory over the language
of graphs. We show that for any n 2 !, there is a Bkn such that Ak knBkn
and Ak 6 kn+1Bkn . This implies that the theory of Ak cannot be axiomatized
by Lk (9) sentences of quanti er rank  n and, therefore, that it is not nitely
axiomatizable in Lk (9).
For the purpose of de ning the models Bkn  we require the following notion
and notation. A basic k-type satis es the distinctness condition if for every

l < k the formula xl 6= xk 2 : Let f 1 : : : sg be a set of basic (k ; 1)-types
such that
1. every basic (k ; 1)-type is equivalent to some i and
2. if i 6= j then i is not equivalent to j :
Similarly, for each 1  i  s let f i1 : : : in(i)g be a set of basic k-types each
of which extends i and satis es the distinctness condition such that
1. every basic k-type which extends i and satis es the distinctness condition
is equivalent to some ij and
2. if j 6= j 0  then ij is not equivalent to ij :
We proceed to de ne the models Bkn : Let Bk1 be the graph on two vertices
with exactly one loop and no other edges. Thus Bk1 realizes both basic 1-types.
Given that Bkn has been de ned, we now de ne Bkn+1 as an extension of Bkn .
For each (k ; 1)-tuple b of elements of Bkn  let (b) be the unique i such that
Bkn j= ib] and let Xb = fbnbj+1 j 1  j  n((b))g be a set of distinct objects
disjoint from Bkn : We suppose that for any distinct pair of (k ; 1)-tuples a and
b of elements of Bkn  Xa \ Xb = : Let X be the union of all the sets Xb : We
let the universe of Bkn+1 = Bkn  X: The edge relation of Bkn+1 is obtained from
that of Bkn by adding the minimal number of edges so that each k-tuple b  bnbj+1
satis es  (b)j . It is easy to see that each Bkn+1 is well-de ned. We say that the
height of an element b introduced in this construction is the least n such that
b 2 Bkn :
We rst show that Ak kn Bkn : By Proposition 7, it suces to describe a
winning strategy for D in the n-round 9k -game with D playing on Bkn and S
playing on Ak : The strategy we describe for D will allow her to play her mth
move on some b 2 Bkm , for each m  n: In round 1, D answers the rst move
of S by playing her pebble on the appropriate element of Bk1  Bkn to create
a partial isomorphism. Suppose that D has played only onto elements of Bkm
through round m where m < n: Let S choose pebble pair ( l  l ) to play in
round (m+1): We consider two cases. If S plays l on the same element as some
l , for l 6= l0 , then D must play l onto the element pebbled by l . Doing so, she
obviously maintains a partial isomorphism and succeeds in playing within Bkm+1 .
On the other hand, suppose that S plays l on a distinct element such that the
elements pebbled by  l on A after the round satisfy ij (we may need to pad
the tuple pebbled by to a tuple of length (k ; 1) by repeating its last element, if
all the pebbles are not in play at this round). Before D plays her (m+1)st move,
the pebbles are on a tuple b (similarly padded, if necessary) that satis es i:
She then plays l on the element bmbj+1 2 Bkm+1  thereby maintaining a partial
isomorphism. This strategy enables her to win the n-round game.
Next, we show that Ak 6 kn+1Bkn : By Proposition 7, it suces to show that
S can win the (n + 1)-round game with D playing on Bkn and S playing on Ak :
We describe a strategy for play by S which forces D to pebble an element of
height at least m by the end of round m to avoid losing at that round. It follows
0

0

0

that S wins the (n + 1)-round game since all elements of Bkn have height  n:
S plays as follows. He rst places his k-pebbles on a set of k distinct elements
which form a k-clique, that is, for every pair of distinct pebbled elements a and
a0  Ak j= E(a a0): S may play in this way since Ak j= ;k : By our construction
above, if b b0 2 Bkn are distinct elements of the same height, Bkn 6j= E(b b0): It
follows immediately that any r-clique in Bkn contains an element of height at
least r: Therefore, if S has not won by round k D has pebbled an element of
height at least k by the end of that round. Note that in case (n + 1)  k we are
done, since at round (n + 1) D will be unable to play onto an element of height
at least (n + 1) to form an (n + 1)-clique.
We proceed to describe the strategy for S's continuing play under the assumption that k < (n + 1): Suppose that through round m k  m < (n + 1) D
has played a pebble onto an element of height at least m and that the k pebbles
S has played lie on distinct elements of Ak which form a k-clique. We show how
S can play to ensure that D must play onto an element of height at least (m+1)
at round (m + 1) if she is to prevent S from winning at this round, and leave
the round with a k-clique pebbled. Suppose that i is pebbling an element b of
height greater than the height of any other element pebbled in Bkn at round m:
By our hypothesis, the height of b is at least m: Pick j 6= i (recall that 2  k)
and let a 2 Ak be the element pebbled by j : S picks up j and places it on an
a0 2 Ak such that
1. Ak j= E(a a) $ :E(a0 a0) and
2. for every a00 2 Ak on which one of the remaining (k ; 1) pebbles lies, a0 6= a00
and Ak j= E(a0  a00) ^ E(a00 a0):
The existence of such an a0 follows from the fact that Ak j= ;k : We claim that
to avoid losing at this round, D must play her pebble j onto an element b0 of
height greater than the height of b and hence of height at least (m + 1): Let b00
be the element pebbled by j at round m: By our construction, each element of
Bkn is connected to at most (k ; 1) elements of lesser height. Therefore, from the
hypotheses that S had pebbled a k-clique at round m and that b is an element
of maximal height pebbled by D at that round, we may conclude that the only
element of height  the height of b adjacent to b onto which D could play j
is b00 itself. But this play would fail to maintain a partial isomorphism with the
elements S has now pebbled at round (m + 1) by the rst condition we have
imposed on the choice of a0 above. Therefore, to avoid losing at round (m + 1)
D must pebble an element of height at least (m + 1):
The next result follows immediately.

Corollary 14. There are innitely many formulas of Lk (9) which are pairwise
inequivalent over F .

We now consider Lk1! (9)-theories and normal forms for Lk1! (9) sentences
over F . We let Thk9 (A) denote the Lk1! (9)-theory of A: Before proceeding, we
de ne the following fragments of Lk1! (9).

1.
2.
3.
4.

V

V

Let W Lk (9) = f j  = W  for some   Lk (9)g.
Let V LWk (9) = f j  = Vfor some   Lk (9)g.
W
Let W(V Lk (9)) = f j  = W  for some countable   V Lk (9)g.
Let ( Lk (9)) = f j  =  for some countable   Lk (9)g.

Proposition15. Fork all nite structures A, there is a  2 V Lk (9) such that
Modf () = Modf (Th9 (A)):
Proof. Observe that Modf (Thk9 (A)) = fB 2 F j A k1! B g: Let CA = F ;
Modf (Thk9 (A)): By Proposition 9, for each B 2 VCA  there is a sentence 'B 2
Lk (9) such that A j= 'B and B 6j= 'B . Let  = B2CA 'B : It is easy to verify
that Modf () = Modf (Thk9 (A)):
Kolaitis and Vardi 12] obtained a normal form for the negation free fragment
of Lk1! (9) over F . It is easy to extend their result to Lk1! (9) and to provide a
dual normal form as well. We codify these normal forms in the next proposition.

Proposition16
(Kolaitis andVVardi
12]). For each ' 2 Lk1! (9), there is
W
V
W
k
k
a  2 ( L (9)) and a  2 ( L (9)) such that Mod (') = Mod () =
f

Modf ():

f

Proof. Let C = Modf ('). By Proposition 10, for each A 2 C  B 2 F ; C ,
thereWis a V
sentence AB 2 Lk (9) such
V that
W A j= AB and B 6j= AB . Let

 = A2C ( B62C AB ) and let  = B62C ( A2C AB ): It is easy to verify that
the proposition holds for this choice of  and :

V

W

Next we show that the fragments Lk (9) and Lk (9) are closed under
nite conjunction, nite disjunction, and existential quanti cation over VF . This
means
that if an Lk1! (9)-de nable query cannot be expressed in either Lk (9)
W
k
or L (9), then it is only de nable using both an in nitary conjunction and an
in nitary disjunction.

Proposition17. The languages V Lk (9) and W Lk (9) are both closed under nite conjunction, nite disjunction, and existential quantication over F .

Proof. LetV = f'i (x y) j i 2 !g be a set of formulas of Lk (9). We show
V that if
(y) = 9x  then (y) is equivalent over F to some formula V0 (y) 2 Lk (9):

(The other closure
V conditions may be easily veri ed.) Let m = 0lm 'l (x y)
and let 0 (y) = m2! 9xm : We show 0 is equivalent to : It is obvious that 
implies 0 . Let A 2 F and a 2 A be such that A j= 0 a]. Because A is nite,
thereVis some a0 2 A such that for arbitrarily large m, A j= m a0 a]. Therefore
A j= m2! m a0 a], and 0 implies .

V Lk (9) and W Lk (9) are proper subsets
Below
we show that the query classes
V
W
V
W
of ( Lk (9)) and that neither of Lk (9) and Lk (9) is a subset of the other.
We
give Wnecessary and sucient conditions for classes to be de nable in
V Lk (rst
9) and Lk (9).

Proposition18. 1. A class C is denable in V Lk (9) i for all B 62 C , there is
a 'B 2 Lk (9) such that B 6j= 'BW and for all A 2 C  A j= 'B .
2. A class C is denable in Lk (9) i for all A 2 C , there is a ' 2 Lk (9)
A

such that A j= 'A and for all B 62 C  B 6j= 'A .
V
Proof. To prove 1., suppose that C is de ned by the sentence n2! n , and that
B 62 C . Then there is some m such that B 6j=Vm . Let 'B be this m . In the
other direction, observe that the sentence ' = B62C 'B de nes C . The proof of

2. is similar.

Proposition19.
ForWeach k 2, there is a polynomial time computable boolean
V
query C 2 Lk (9) ; Lk (9).
Proof. Let k

2 be given and let the graph Ak be aVmodel of the k-Gaifman
V
theory. Let T be the Lk (9)-theory of Ak and let  = T: Clearly,  2 Lk (9):
Let C = Modf (): It is easy to see that C = fB 2 F j Ak k B g: It then follows
immediately from the fact that the relation k is polynomial time computable
(see Kolaitis and Vardi 12]), that C is polynomial time computable. In the proof
of Proposition 13, we showed that for every satis able ' 2 Lk (9) W
Modf (') 6 C :
It follows immediately that C 6= Modf () for every sentence  2 Lk (9):

Proposition20.
is a polynomial
computable boolean query C 2
W L2(9) such that There
V Lktime
for
all
k
2
!
C
2
6
(
9
):
In
consequence, for each k 2,
W
V
there is a class C 2 Lk (9) ; Lk (9).

Proof. Over the signature  = fE s tg, let C = fA j there is aWpath from s to tg,
the class of (s t)-connected graphs. This class is clearly in L2 (9): As noted

earlier, it is in Datalog, and,
V hence, polynomial time computable. From Proposition 18, to show that C 62 Lk (9), it suces to show that there is a B 62 C such
that for all n 2 !, there is an An 2 C such that An knB. This latter condition
is equivalent to D's possessing a winning strategy for the n-round 9k -game on
An and B. We construct B to give her the greatest possible freedom in choosing
her moves. Let M be any graph such that M j= ;k+1, and let Ms (resp. Mt ) be
obtained from M by requiring that s (resp. t) denote a loop-free element. We
de ne B to be the disjoint union of Ms and Mt , thus insuring that B 62 C :
For each n, let An be the simple chain from s to t of length 2n+2. The basic
idea is that by choosing the chain to be long enough, S will not be able to witness
the existence of a path from s to t in only n moves. Let d(x y) be the natural
distance function on An .
We now describe D's strategy. In each round m, D chooses to play on an
element of Ms i S just played a pebble on a 2 An such that either (i) d(s a) 
2(n+2);m  or (ii) there is a j such that j is on an element of Ms and d( j  a) 
2(n+2);m . She then plays her pebble on an element of the appropriate component
of B so that she maintains a partial isomorphism among the pebbles on that
component. It is easy to see that this is possible because Ms and Mt are models
of ;k+1:
In order to establish that this is a winning strategy, it suces to verify the
following two claims.

1. In each round l  n, if D plays a pebble i on Ms , then i is not adjacent
to t on An . Similarly for Mt and s.
2. After each round l, for all pairs of pebbles f i j g, if An j= E( i j ), then
i and j are on the same component of B.
We argue, by induction, that if D plays i on Ms in round m, then d(s i) 
(2(n+2);1 + 2(n+2);2 + : : : + 2(n+2);m ) < 2n+2 ; 1. Since d(s t) = 2n+2, this
establishes that An 6j= E( i t). In round 1, D plays i on Ms i d(s i) 
2(n+2);1. Suppose that in round m+ 1 D plays i on Ms . Then either d(s i) 
2(n+2);m or there is an j such that j is on Ms , d( i j )  2(n+2);(m+1) , and,
by induction hypothesis, d(s j )  (2(n+2);1 + 2(n+2);2 + : : : + 2(n+2);m ). In
both cases, the induction condition is maintained. The second part of Claim 1
follows from the fact that in round m, if D plays i on Mt , then S must have
played i such that d(s i) > 2(n+2);m > 1. To prove Claim 2, observe that at
each round m, if i 2 Ms , and j 2 Mt , then d( i j ) 2(n+2);m > 1. The
details are similar to the previous argument.
The next result shows that the normal form for Lk1! (9) over F given in
Proposition 16 is optimal.
WV
Proposition21.
For all k 2, there is a class C  F such that C 2 ( Lk (9));
V
W
( Lk (9)  Lk (9)).
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a synthesis of the proofs of the preceding two results. We de ne a set of models fA1  A2 : : :g which are pairwise
Lk (9)-incompatible such that for each i, the Lk (9)-theory of Ai is not nitely
axiomatizable in Lk (9). We then Wlet C = fB j 9i(A
i k B)g. The arguments to
V
k
show that this class is neither in L (9) nor in Lk (9) are minor variants of
the proofs of Propositions 19 and 20.
We de ne each model Ai as an expansion of a homeomorphic image of a
graph which is a model of the (k + 1)-Gaifman theory. Let R be a nite graph
that satis es ;k+1 observe that R also veri es ;k . Each Ai is obtained from R
by replacing all edges which are not loops by pairwise disjoint paths of length i.
Where there is a two-way, undirected edge, a single undirected path is inserted,
rather than two directed paths. To clarify the exposition, we also add a unary
predicate V to the signature toW label the original `vertices' of R:
To verify that C is not in Lk (9), it suces to show that there is a model
A 2 C and a sequence B 1  B 2 : : : disjoint from C , such that for each n A knB n .
Let A be A1, and let each B n be obtained from the model Bkn from the proof of
Proposition 13 by putting every element into the extension of the predicate V .
From that proof it is immediate that, for all n A1 knB n but A1 6 k B n . For all
2  i Ai j= 9x:V x and, consequently, Ai 6 k B n . This establishes that each B n
is not in C .
V
In order to show that C 62 Lk (9) we now de ne a single B 0 62 C such
that for all n, there is an AVf (n) such that Af (n) knB 0 . By Proposition 18,
this will establish that C 62 Lk (9). Let R+ be an expansion of R obtained
by labeling exactly one looped element with the predicate V  and let R; be

obtained similarly by labeling a loop-free element. Here the predicate V plays
the same role as the constants s and t in the proof of Proposition 20. We de ne
B 0 to be the disjoint union of k copies of both R+ and R; , and let f(x) = 2x+2 .
It is easy to see that B 0 62 C : As in the proof of Proposition 20, the Duplicator
wins the n-move 9k -game on A2n+2 and B 0 because the labeled vertices of A2n+2
are too far apart for S to distinguish the models by witnessing that they are
actually connected.
Finally, we prove the following separation.
Proposition22. Over F , for k 3 Lk(9) (V Lk (9)) \ (W Lk (9)).
Proof. Let Path(x y) express the binary query `there is an E-path from x to y.'
For signature  = fE sg, we de ne C = fA j 9x( Path(s x) and Path(x x))g.
Let n (x y) be an L3 (9) formula that de nes the binary
`there is a path
W Lk query
of length
n
from
x
to
y.'
It
is
easy
to
see
that
C
is
in
(
9
).
Also
observe that
V
' = n2! 9x9y(s = x ^ n (x y)) de nes C . Finally, there are arbitrarily large
minimal models in C , that is, models A 2 C such that for all proper submodels
B A B 62 C . This immediately implies that C 62 FO(9) and, a fortiori, not in
Lk (9).

4 The Failure of Existential Preservation for L!1!

In this section we prove that L!1! \ EXT 6 L!1! (9): Indeed, we establish that
there is a sentence  2 L!1! such that Mod() is closed under extensions, but
there is no  2 L!1! (9) such that Modf () = Modf (): Thus,  witnesses the
failure of existential preservation for L!1! simultaneously over the class of nite
structures and over the class of all structures. The central lemma on which this
result relies is of interest in itself. It says that for all k 3 the nitary language
Lk fails in a strong way to satisfy an existential preservation property. Andreka,
van Benthem, and Nemeti 3] showed that for every k 3 there is a sentence
'k 2 Lk which is preserved under extensions, but which is not equivalent to
any sentence of Lk (9). For k 3 the sentence 'k they construct uses a relation
symbol of arity k ; 1 and has the property that it is equivalent to a sentence of
Lk+1 (9): They state the following open problems.
{ For any k 3 and n 2 ! nd sentences 'n 2 Lk which are preserved under
extensions, but which are not equivalent to any sentence of Lk+n (9):
{ For k > 3 is there a formula of Lk containing only (one) binary relation
symbols which is preserved under extensions, but is not equivalent to any
sentence of Lk (9)?
The next proposition settles both these open problems. The main result of the
section follows easily from the proof of this proposition.
Proposition23. For each k < !, there is a sentence k 2 L3, containing a
single binary relation, such that

1. Mod(k ) is closed under extensions, but
2. Modf (k ) 6= Modf (') for all ' 2 Lk (9):
Proof. Before presenting the full proof, we sketch the basic outline. Let the
k-pyramid of B, P k (B), be the smallest class of ( nite and in nite) models

containing B that is closed under substructures and Lk -equivalence. For each
k 3, we de ne nite structures Ak and Bk with the following properties:
1.
2.
3.

Ak k1! Bk 
P 3 (Bk ) is L3 -de nable
Ak 62 P 3(Bk ).

Let 'k 2 L3 be such that Mod('k ) = P 3(Bk ), and let k = :'k . It is obvious
that Mod(k ) is closed under extensions, that Ak j= k , and that Bk 6j= k .
Suppose ' 2 Lk (9) is such that Ak j= '. Since Ak k1! Bk , this implies that
Bk j= ', and therefore that ' is not equivalent to k .
We de ne structures Ak and Bk in terms of simpler submodels. For f  t, let
the t f]- ag, F t f], be the directed chain of length t with one additional vertex
attached to the f th link. That is, the vertex set of Ft f] is f0 1 : : : t t+1g, and
the edge relation is f(i i+1) j i < tgf(f t+1)g. Ak is the disjoint union of the
k+1 ags|F 2k+2 k+1]F 2k+2 k+2] ::: F 2k+2 2k+1]. Let the k j]-tree,
Tk j], be the tree obtained from Ak by fusing the ith nodes of each ag, for all
i  j. This tree has height 2k + 2 and the node at height j has outdegree k + 1.
Then Bk is the disjoint union of the k trees| Tk 0] T k 1] :: : Tk k ; 1].
First we show that Ak k1! Bk by describing a winning strategy for D in
the eternal 9k -game on Ak and Bk . A component of a model is a maximal
connected submodel. Observe that every component of Ak is embeddable in
every component of Bk . Call a component of either Ak or Bk vacant at round
n if there is no pebble located on any element of that component before the
players make their nth moves. We consider two cases of moves for S. First,
suppose that in some round n, S plays pebble i on a vacant component An
of Ak . Since there are only k pairs of pebbles, and since pebble i is not on
the board, there is a vacant component B n of Bk , and an isomorphic injection
hn : An 7! B n . D will play pebble i on hn ( i). In the other case, S plays on a
non-vacant component An . There is some m < n such that An has been occupied
continuously since round m and either m = 1 or An was vacant at round m ; 1:
Thus An = Am , and there are previously de ned B m and hm . D now plays i on
hm ( i ). By this condition, every pair of pebbles ( l  l ) on components Am and
B m satis es the condition that hm ( l ) = l . In both cases, it is clear that D has
maintained a partial isomorphism. By Proposition 8, it now follows immediately
that Ak k1! Bk .
Next, we show that P 3(Bk ) is de nable in L3. Consider the following properties:
1. A contains no chains of length 2k + 2.
2. A contains no cycles of length  2k + 2.

3. No element a 2 A has indegree 2 that is, A j= :9x9y9z(x 6= y ^ Exz ^
Eyz):
It is easy to show that each property is expressible in L3, is closed under substructures, and holds of Bk . From this it follows immediately that each B 0 2 P 3 (Bk )
possesses all three properties. Consequently, every member of P 3 (Bk ) is a forest
consisting of directed trees of height  2k + 2.
Next we note the following facts:
Lemma 24. Let A and B be the disjoint unions of components fA1 : : : Am g
and fB1 : : : Bn g, respectively. For k 3, A k1! B if and only if for each component Ai Bi ], either the number of components of A that are Lk -equivalent to
it is equal to the number of components of B that are Lk -equivalent to it or both
numbers are k.
This result can be proved by a simple pebble game argument.

Lemma 25. For each h, and each k 3, up to equivalence in Lk there are only
nitely many trees of height  h.

The proof proceeds by induction on h. The case where h = 1 is obvious. Given
a tree T , call a proper subtree that contains a node t of height 1 and all of its
descendents a 1-tree of T . For h > 1, we claim that two trees T1 and T2 of height
at most h are Lk -equivalent if and only if for each 1-tree T 0 Ti , the number of
1-trees of T1 that are Lk -equivalent to T 0 equals the number of 1-trees of T2 that
are Lk -equivalent to T 0 , or both numbers are k. The argument is just like the
proof of the preceding lemma. From the claim, the lemma follows immediately.

Corollary 26. For each h, and each k 3, up to equivalence in Lk there are
only nitely many forests of height  h.

This is an immediate consequence of the preceding lemmas.
These observations establish that there are only nitely many complete Lk theories that are satis able in P 3(Bk ). Moreover, each such theory has a nite
model. By 5], every such theory is axiomatized by a single Lk sentence. Hence,
if we let 'k be the disjunction of these sentences, we have Mod('k ) = P 3 (Bk )
as desired.
Finally, we argue that Ak 62 P 3 (Bk ). By the de nition of P 3(Bk ) for every
0
B 2 P 3 (Bk ) there is an m 2 ! and a sequence (E0 D1  E1 : : : Dm  Em) of
structures, with Bk = E0 and B 0 = Em , such that:
1. For all 1  i  m Di  Ei;1:
2. For all 1  i  m, Di 3 Ei.
It suces to show that for any such sequence, Ak cannot be embedded in any
Ei . Let g : P 3 (Bk ) 7! f0 1 : : : k + 1g be the function such that g(D) is the
maximum number of components of Ak that can be embedded in D pairwise
disjointly. We show that for each i  m g(Ei ) < k +1. In fact, we show that g is

monotonically decreasing on the aforementioned sequence. Because each Di is a
submodel of Ei;1, it is clear that g(Di )  g(Ei;1 ). It remains to establish that
g(Bk ) < k + 1 and that g(Ei )  g(Di ).
Observe that any embedding of a ag F2k +2 f] into a component C of any
B 0 2 P 3 (Bk ) must map the root of the ag to the root of C. This implies that
no two ags of Ak can be disjointly embedded into any such component and,
since Bk has only k components, that g(Bk ) < k + 1.
From Lemma 24, it follows that every Ei can be obtained from Di by repeated
application of the following three operations. First, replace some component with
a component that is L3 -equivalent to it. Second, add a disjoint copy of a tree
that is L3 -equivalent to at least 3 components. Third, remove a component that
is L3 -equivalent to at least 3 other components. Thus, it suces to argue that
no such operation performed on some B 0 2 P 3 (Bk ) can yield a B 00 such that
g(B 00 ) > g(B 0 ). It is obvious that removing a component cannot increase the
value of g.
We claim that it suces to consider the eect of the other two operations on
components of height = 2k + 2. If trees T and T 0 are L3 -equivalent, then they
have the same height. Also, no component F 2k + 2 f] of Ak can be embedded
in any tree of height < 2k + 2. This establishes that the presence of shorter
components in a model B does not aect the value of g(B):
Observe that for all trees T and T 0 such that T 3 T 0 , Ft f] can be embedded in T i it can be embedded in T 0 . This is because the following property
can be expressed in L3: there is an element x such that (i) there is a y such that
there is a path of length f from y to x (ii) x has outdegree 2 (iii) there is a y
such that there is a path of length t ; f from x to y. Over trees, this property
says that the model embeds F t f]. Consequently the operation of replacement
cannot increase the value of g.
It remains to establish that adding an additional component to a model
B 0 2 P 3 (Bk ) does not change the value of g. We observe that Bk has the
following properties:
1. For each (2k +2)-chain contained in Bk there is at most one j 0  j  k ; 1,
such that the j th link of the chain has outdegree > 1:
2. For each (2k + 2)-chain contained in Bk there is at most one j k + 1  j 
2k + 1, such that the j th link of the chain has outdegree > 1:
These properties are closed under substructures and L3 -equivalence consequently,
they hold of every model B 0 2 P 3 (Bk ). Let C1  C2 and C3 be L3 -equivalent components of B 0 of height 2k + 2. The above argument establishes that each Ci is
either some F2k + 2 f], or the simple (2k + 2)-chain. Let B 00 be the extension
of B 0 obtained by adding a component C4. Observe that, in fact, all four components must be isomorphic, and embed at most one isomorphism type of ag.
Therefore, the image of any embedding h : Ak 7! B 00 can contain vertices from
at most one of these four components. This demonstrates that g(B 0 ) = g(B 00 ),
and completes the proof.
The following result establishes the failure of existential preservation for L!1! .

Theorem 27. There is a sentence  2 L!1! such that both
1. Mod() is closed under extensions.
2. For all ' 2 L!1! (9) Modf () 6= Modf ('):

Proof. We claim that it suces to show that for each k 2 ! there is a sentence
k 2 L3 and a pair of nite models Ak and Bk such that

1. Mod(k ) is closed under extensions.
2. Ak j= k and Bk 6j= k .
3. Ak k1! Bk .
4. For all j Aj j= k .
V
Let  = k k . It is clear that  is closed under extensions and that it has nite
models, since it is true in each Ak . Suppose that ' is a sentence in Lk1! (9) such
that  implies '. Then Ak j= ', and therefore Bk j= '. But for all l, Bl 6j= .
Therefore, Modf () 6= Modf ('):
The sentences k and the models Ak and Bk from the proof of Proposition
23 fail to meet condition 4 because for j < k, Aj 6j= k . To see this, observe that
Aj will always be a submodel of Bk . To x this defect, it suces to construct
A0k  Bk0  and k0 as in the proof of Proposition 23 that also satisfy the additional
condition that, for all j and k, A0j 62 P 3 (Bk0 ). In order to accomplish this, we add
simple `gadgets' to the models. Let the k-cycle, Ck , be the graph on k vertices
whose edge relation forms a simple, directed cycle of length k. Then let A0k and
Bk0 be obtained from Ak and Bk , respectively, by adding a disjoint copy of Ck .
By slightly modifying the proof of Proposition 23, we can show that A0k k1! Bk0 ,
and that there is a k0 2 L3 satis ed by exactly the models in the complement
of P 3(Bk0 ) such that A0k j= k0 . Finally, it is easy to verify that for j 6= k, the
j-cycle cannot be embedded in any B 2 P 3 (Bk0 ) and, therefore, A0j j= k0 .

5 Generalized Preservation Theorems in the Finite Case
In this section, we prove some generalized preservation theorems for fragments
of FO. Our results are of the form
L \ EXT  L0
for certain quanti er pre x classes L FO and L0 = L!1! (9) or Datalog(6= :).
Recall that Tait 18] showed
FO \ EXT 6 FO(9)
and that Gurevich and Shelah 9, 10] gave examples showing that
FO8 9 ] \ EXT 6 FO(9):
Compton observed that
FO9 8 ] \ EXT  FO(9)

which shows that these examples are best possible in terms of quanti er alternation pre x (see 9]). Kolaitis and Vardi (see 2]) observed that the example
of Gurevich and Shelah 9] can be de ned in Datalog(6= :). Theorem 29 below
establishes that
FO9 89] \ EXT  Datalog(6= :):
It follows that all the examples in the literature witnessing the failure of the LosTarski Theorem in the nite case are de nable in Datalog(6= :), since all these
examples are in the pre x class FO9 89] (a sequence of existential quanti ers
followed by one universal quanti er followed by one existential qunati er). The
next theorem establishes a slightly more general result with L!1! (9) in place of
Datalog(6= :).
Theorem28. FO989] \ EXT  L!1! (9):
Proof. Let ' 2 FO989 ] \ EXT. That is, ' 2 FO9 89 ] and Modf (') 2 EXT.
Let C = Modf ('). We proceed to show that C 2 L!1! (9): By Proposition 10, it
suces to show that there is a k such that, for each A 2 C and B 62 C , there is
a AB 2 Lk1! (9) such that A j= AB and B 6j= AB .
Let ' = 9x1 : : :xi8y9z1 : : :zj (x y z), where  is quanti er free, and let
k = i+j+1 (we suppose, without loss of generality, that i > 0). We now describe
a winning strategy for S in the eternal 9k -game on A and B, for A 2 C and B 62 C ,
which establishes, by Proposition 8, the existence of AB 2 Lk1! (9) with the
desired properties. There are two stages. Let a = (a1  : : : ai) be a sequence of
elements of A such that A j= 8y9z(a y z). If D has not lost after h rounds, for
h < i, S plays pebble h+1 on element ah+1 . If S has not won after i moves, and
D has played her pebbles on b = (b1  : : : bi ), then B j= 9y8z :(b y z) (since
B 6j= ').
The goal of the second part of S's strategy is to force D to play a pebble on some element b0 such that B j= 8z :(b b0 z), without removing any of
the pebbles 1 : : : i which ` x the interpretation' of the variables x1  : : : xi
on both A and B. Regardless of the element a0 on which S will have played
his corresponding pebble, A j= 9z(a a0 z), so that he can then win easily. In order to describe S's strategy, we rst de ne a sequence of subsets of
the universe of B. Let ;0 = fb0 j b0 2 B and B j= 8z :(b b0 z)g. Observe
thatS B j= 9y8z :(b y z), and therefore ;0 is non-empty. Given ;0 : : : ;m,
if ( lSm ;l ) \ b = , then let Bm+1 be the submodel of B whose universe is
(B ; lm ;l ): Let ;m+1 = fb0 j b0 2 Bm+1 and Bm+1 j= 8y :(b b0 y)g. For
each Bm , since Bm  B, we have that Bm j= 8x9y8z :(x y z). In particular,
Bm j= 9y8z :(b y z) and thus, as above, ;m+1 is non-empty. Since B is nite,
there is some n such that ;n \ b 6= , and some element bf 2 ;n \ b pebbled
by f . Then B is partitioned into the sets ;0 : : : ;n;1 Bn . We also have that
A j= 9z(a af  z), and Bn j= 8z :(b bf  z).
The Spoiler can win by executing a substrategy that compels D to play in
sets ;m of successively smaller index. Let c be a sequence of elements of length
j such that, A j= (a af  c). S plays his next j moves on this sequence, until D
makes a losing move or plays a pebble g onto an element in ;m , for m  n ; 1:

We claim that one of these two possibilities must occur. For suppose that D
plays on a sequence d  Bn . Then Bn j= :(b bj  d), and (x y z) witnesses
that the function that takes a  aj  c to b  bj  d and preserves the denotations
of constants is not a partial isomorphism.
Suppose that D has played some pebble g into some set ;m . By the same
argument as above, reusing pebbles f i+1 : : : kg ; f g g, S can either win or
force D to play into some ;m , for some m0 < m. Iterating this procedure, S can
force D to play into ;0, and then win by using the same procedure one more
time.
0

We remark the following two re nements of the foregoing theorem.
1. For each B 62 C , there is a number mB such that for all A 2 C , S wins the
mB -round 9k -game on A and B: (Here, mB is determined by the maximum
number of sets ; that get de ned on B, for any choice of D's rst i moves.)
It follows easily from Proposition 7 that this condition is equivalent to there
being a B 2 Lk (9), with quantiVer rank  mB , such that for all A 2 C ,
A j= B , and B 6j= B . Then 0 = B62C B is equivalent to ' and is a single
in nite conjunction of Lk (9) sentences. We know by Proposition 20 that not
all sentences of Lk1! (9) can be expressed in this form. Indeed, it follows from
Theorem 29Vbelow that
if ' 2 FO989] \ EXT then ' is equivalent to a
W
k
formula in L (9) \ Lk (9) for some k:
2. Suppose that ' is an Lk sentence with quanti er type 89 (this notion of
quanti er type may be de ned straightforwardly, and is distinct from the
notion of pre x class). In this case, we can show, by a modi cation of the
proof of Theorem 28, that ' is equivalent to an Lk1! (9) sentence. This
contrasts with Proposition 23 above which established that for all k, there
is a sentence 'k 2 L3 such that Modf ('k ) 2 EXT but 'k is not equivalent
over F to any sentence in Lk1! (9).

Theorem 29. FO989] \ EXT  Datalog(6= :):

Proof. Let ' = 9x1 : : :xj 8y9z (x y z), with (x y z) quanti er free. Let c =
(c1  : : : cp ) be the sequence of constants in the signature of ' and let C =
Modf ('): For a 2 A, we say that a closes with parameters a i there is a
sequence a0 (= a) a1 : : : an such that for all l < n, A j= (a al  al+1 ) and there
is an m  n such that A j= (a an am). Note that this is equivalent to there
being an a0 such that there is a (a y z)-path from a to a0 , and a (a y z)-cycle
including a0 .
We claim that A j= ' i there is a j-tuple a such that every element of a  c
closes with parameters a. Suppose that A does not satisfy these conditions. We
prove that A j= 8x9y8z : (x y z)) where the latter sentence is equivalent to
:'. Let a  A be a sequence of length j. By hypothesis, there is an a0 2 a  c
such that a0 does not close with parameters a. Since A is nite, this implies
that there is an m 0 and a sequence a0 = a00  : : : a0m such that for all l < m,
A j= (a a0l  a0l+1 ) and A j= 8z : (a a0m  z), as desired.

In the other direction, let a be such that every member of a  c closes with
parameters a. Let sh = hah0 (= ah ) : : : ahmh i and th = heh0 (= ch ) : : : ehnh i be
sequences witnessing that each element
S of a S c closes with parameters a. Let B
be the submodel of A with universe i si  j tj . Then it is easy to verify that
B j= ' and, since Modf (') 2 EXT, it follows that A j= ':
The following program, with x = (x1 : : : xj ), computes ':
P(x y z) ; (x y z)
P(x y z) ; P(x y w) P(x w z)
Q ; P (x x1 y1 ) P (x y1 y1) : : : P(x xj  yj ) P (x yj  yj )
P (x c1 w1) P (x w1 w1) : : : P(x cp wp ) P(x wp wp)
This
be easily converted into a Datalog(6= :) program. Let (x y z) =
W  ,can
where
each i is a conjunction of literals. Replace the clause P(x y z) ;
i i
(x y z) with the clauses P (x y z) ; i , for all i.

6 Conclusion
In this section we discuss some open problems that are naturally suggested by
our investigations and we present some further results bearing on the problem
of preservation under homomorphisms in the nite case.

6.1 Open Problems
The rst and most obvious question is the extent to which our results can be
generalized from fragments of FO to the entire language. In this connection, we
restate two of the problems mentioned earlier which remain open in light of our
study.
Problem 1. Is FO \ EXT  Datalog(6= :)?
Problem 2. Is FO \ EXT  L!1! (9)?
Obviously, a positive answer to the rst of these questions implies a positive
answer to the second. Should the answer to these questions be negative, it would
be of interest to characterize the classes FO \ Datalog(6= :) and FO \ L!1! (9) in
some informative way. An example of a characterization of this kind is the following theorem of Ajtai and Gurevich 2]. FO+ (9) denotes the positive existential
fragment of FO.
Proposition30 (Ajtai and Gurevich 2]). FO \ Datalog = FO+ (9):
As remarked above, the Gurevich-Shelah counterexample to the Los-Tarski Theorem in the nite case witnesses that FO \ Datalog(6= :) 6= FO(9): Might
FO \ Datalog(6= :) be contained in some level of the rst-order quanti er alternation hierarchy, be it not the lowest level? Should, on the other hand, the
answer to Problem 1 be positive, we might try to establish even stronger results
such as a positive answer to
Problem 3. Is (FO+LFP) \ EXT  Datalog(6= :)?

6.2 Preservation under Homomorphisms
In this subsection we briey turn our attention to a dierent preservation property. A homomorphism from A to B is a map h : A 7! B such that for all
n-ary relation symbols R(x), and for all n-tuples a  A, if A j= R(a), then
B j= R(h(a)). A class of models C is closed under homomorphisms i for all A
and B such that there is a homomorphism from A to B, if A 2 C , then B 2 C .
Let HOM denote the set of classes in F that are closed under homomorphisms.
A sentence ' in FO, L!1! , etc. is positive , if and only if, it does not contain any
negations. The following well-known classical result is a direct consequence of the
Los-Tarski Theorem: for all ' 2 FO, Mod(') is closed under homomorphisms,
if and only if, ' is equivalent to a positive existential sentence. This theorem
is one of a few classical results whose validity over F remains unknown. In our
current notation, we can formulate the question as the following open problem,
the interest of which has been emphasized by Gurevich 10] and Kolaitis (see
8]).
Problem 4. Is FO \ HOM  FO+ (9)?
(To avoid confusion, it should be remarked that although 10] announces a solution to Problem 4, this claim has been withdrawn.)
The following proposition yields some information about the homomorphism
preservation question. We direct the reader to 17] for its proof.
Proposition31. Datalog(6= :) \ HOM  Datalog:
Propositions 29, 30, and 31 yield as an immediate corollary the following special
case of the homomorphism preservation theorem.
Corollary 32. FO989] \ HOM = FO+ (9):
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